THE CONTACTS OF CIVILIZATIONS
evitably somewhat decadent. Many centuries ago it ceased to be the
transient civilization of nomads, warriors, and shepherds. Its evolution
was characterized by a love of home and of village, by a respect for
justice, and by a veneration for learning and the written word, and by
an absolute obedience to unalterable divine kw, Smce it was not built
by the sword but on a complicated moral scaffolding, it disdained
only the dispky of force but also of wealth, of suffering, and of death.
Generations of practising these precepts have formed all Aimamites
into a mould—even the most humble, even the outcasts. They
and flee those who exercise brute force; they refuse to share their
convictions or aid in their projects. Under the sway of eternal forc«?
the Armamite counts for little his own lifetime, he is the enemy of all
change, as sacrilege, he is the tranquil observer and defender of law
and custom.
The conception on which Annamite institutions are based is
beyond dispute, but it is in their practical application that flaws
to appear. The mandarinate, recruited from the people on a merit
basis, had a democratic foundation which never degenerated         a
caste system. Yet Annam was never democratic In the seme of
representative institutions or equality before the law. An
spirit of legal and spiritual hierarchy pervaded the social stnicturc,
and was only mitigated by tie fact that privilege was offset by
and responsibilities. So Important was this contractual
an emperor who neglected Ms responsibiMe& forfeited Ms	to
reign. Heaven's mandate descending through Mm to Ms
the whole system in rigid sanctity; the father's power over his
was a miniature reproduction of heavenly and imperial authority. TTic
difference between them lay in the degree of authority, tat not in
quality or kind.
Confocianlst Idealism is partly responsible for the	by
time has  altered the mandarinate.  The self-effitcliig
official, devoting himself to' study and to the "welfare of his
proved to be too austere an Ideal, Gite were	and in
obligatory from Ktiganfcsy or any person desiring	If,        the
Emperor, the mandarin was "father and mother** of Ms	le
proved to be an expensive parent,  Cbofuchis' underpaid
mandarinate, consecrated to- the community        serving as an
of a life above material things, suffered kpses in practical
the force of Confucian Idealism was so great         Ae	did
not amass vmt fortunes hoc live In Iiraiiiy.

